EXHIBITION CHECKLIST

1. John Talbott Allen
   *Bit Bomb*, 2011
   Acrylic on Styrofoam and wood, approx. 120 x 96 x 72”

2. Meghan Bean
   *Absent Referent*, 2010-11
   Ten oil-on-canvas paintings, 10 x 8” each

3. Shira Berkowitz
   *She Might Belong to You*, 2011
   Installation with digital audio, 120 x 108 x 62”

4. Jisun Choi
   *Arrhythmic*, 2011
   Digital video on DVD, 5 min.

5. Zlatko Cosic
   *The Voice of a Pioneer*, 2011
   Three digital videos on DVDs, 6 min.

6. James R. Daniels
   *Still the Table, More Than a Table*, 2011
   Stained wooden table, four wooden chairs, fluorescent lights, and stained paper, dimensions variable

7. Kara Daving
   *Rainbow to windward, foul fall the day; / Rainbow to leeward, damp runs away. / Put plastic in our future, the human odyssey may conclude; / Put plastic in our past, and amend this here feud.*, 2011
   Acrylic, plastic, and mixed media, 168 x 84”

8. Andrea Degener
   *Frog*, *Owl, Rabbit, Swan, Totem, and Turtle*, from *Object Series 1*, 2011
   Six digital C-prints, 30 x 31” each

9. Kristin Fleischmann
   *Cutting out Paper Spaceships*, 2011
   Mixed media on canvas with wood, fabric, and cement, 84 x 84 x 48”

10. William Frank
    *Herbarium*, 2010
    Glass, grass, and wood, 19 1/2 x 15 1/2” each panel
    *Out of Sight of Land*, 2011
    Ink on paper, 48 x 80 1/2”
    *A Prairie Lexicon*, 2011
    Artist’s book, 6 3/8 x 26 1/2” [closed]

11. The Institute for Progressive Humanities
    *Collaborarianism*, 2009-present
    Mixed media, dimensions variable

12. Nicholas Kania
    *Southern Praise*, 2011
    Mixed media, 48 x 96 x 36”
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13 Katherine McCullough
Filler, 2011
Mixed media installation, dimensions variable

14 Jordan McGirk
Rupture, Rapture Also, 2011
Oil on canvas, 84 x 120"

15 Zachary Miller
Skittle, 2011
Oil on canvas, diptych, 56 x 52” each

16 Esther Murphy
From the series in / un sighted, 2011
Two pigment prints, 55 x 45” each

17 Kathryn Neale
Sharkey Grey, 2011
Acrylic on cotton tablecloth, 60 x 96”

18 Christopher Ottinger
Unconcealing Apparatus v1.0, 2011
Video installation

19 Maia Palmer
Citali, Juana Jane, and Julien, 2011
Three digital animations on DVD, 13 min.

20 Nicole Petrescu
Body as Matter, Body as Flesh, 2011
Mixed media installation: bread, salt; video projection; and performance, dimensions variable

21 Lauren Pressler
Eros in Pursuit of the Riven Body, part 1 from Press and (Com)pleat, 2011
Fabric, dimensions variable

22 Whitney Sage
My City, My Home, My Body, 2011
Digitally printed wallpaper, drywall, wood, latex paint, ink, joint compound, and picture frame with postcard, 84 x 32 x 6”

23 Donna Smith
Cyclical, 2011
Digital video on DVD, 1:30 min.

Table for One, 2011
Digital video on DVD, 4:13 min.
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